More Sales With Fetish Hits
At Fetish Hits you will find all tools you need to make more money
online, what ever you need - we have it!
Are you ready?
Start Making more Money Now!
Fetish Hits will make you more $$$
Anything that a adult webmaster might need, we have it all! Features
that make FetishHits.com one of the best affiliate programs!
Join now!

Trusted affiliate program
Fetish Hits is one of the best know names in the adult online industry
and home to over 20,000 affiliates from all around the world.

Multiple money making programs
Fetish Hits offers you various programs to fit your specific needs,
from pay per signup and revenue share programs to direct join page
linking.

Multiple Payout Options
Decide how you would like to be paid: You can choose between
check payouts, wire transfers to your bank or simple transfers to
your Paxum account.

Multiple billing processors
Every Fetish Hits site is setup to use cascading between multiple
billing processors to still make the sale if one processor denies the
surfers credit card.

Free Web Domain Hosting
We will host your domain on our high quality servers with unlimited
bandwidth and no restrictions of any kind for free.
Sign Up & Make Money with FetishHits.com!
$25-$40 PER TRIAL SIGN UP · 60%-70% REVENUE SHARE ·
FREE HOSTING · BI-WEEKLY PAYOUTS · 70,000+ FHG’S

HARDCORE LINKS

Over 100 high quality sites in various niches to choose from.
Promote Our Ultimate Adult Sites
Current status of our website archive - Total Sites: 156 | Total Categories: 65

Categories To Promote
All Categories
Amateur
Anal
Asian
Ass
Babes
BBW
BDSM
Big cock
Big Tits
Bisexuals
Black
Blondes
Blowjobs
Brunettes
Cheerleaders
Clinic
College Girls
Cumshots
Ebony
Fat Woman
Old and Fat
Foot Fetish
Gay
Gay Bears
Gay Black
Gay Body Building
Gay Groupsex
Gay Hardcore
Gay Interracial
Gay Latin
Gay Teens
Granny
Group Sex
Hairy Pussy
Handjob
Hardcore

Wife
Indian
Interracial
Latinas
Legs
Lesbian
Lingerie
Live Shows
Mature
MILF
Movies
Panties
Petite
Pornstars
Pregnant
Shemale
Small Tits
Spanking
Stockings
Teens
Toys
Voyeur
Multi Pass Site
Solo Girls
Ex Girlfriend
BBW Black
Tranny
Redhead
Thousands of promotional tools to use.
This affiliate has more tools than most adult affiliates.
Thousands of cam models from many different niches to choose from.
You can create your own cam site with their iframe cam builder.
JOIN HERE

Fetish Hits will make you more $$$
Anything that a adult webmaster might need, we have it all! Features
that make FetishHits.com one of the best affiliate programs!

Trusted affiliate program
Fetish Hits is one of the best know names in the adult online industry
and home to over 10,000 affiliates from all around the world.

Multiple money making programs
Fetish Hits offers you various programs to fit your specific needs,
from pay per signup and revenue share programs to direct join page
linking.

Multiple Payout Options
Decide how you would like to be paid: You can choose between
check payouts, wire transfers to your bank or simple transfers to
your Paxum account.

Multiple billing processors
Every Fetish Hits site is setup to use cascading between multiple

billing processors to still make the sale if one processor denies the
surfers credit card.

Exclusive sites
Our exclusive sites feature content that was exclusively produces by
us and used only on our exclusive sites and nowhere else.

Straight and gay sites
No matter if you have straight or gay traffic, we have both straight
and gay sites in various niches and multiple shemale and bisexual
sites in our portfolio.

Free Content
We have prepared thousands of zip files with photo and video
content for our affiliates. Easy to download and start using the
content on your websites.

Pictures of the day
Our picture of the day is a simple tool to provide some new content
that updates daily to your website. Simply link to it using your link
code.

Free Web Domain Hosting
We will host your domain on our high quality servers with unlimited
bandwidth and no restrictions of any kind for free.

Thumbnail Plugins tools
Our thumbnail plug-in tool gives you the possibility to create
thumbnail tables for your site. The thumbnails go to our free hosted
galleries and make you money.

Instant Messenger Ads
Choose from various types of Instant Messenger Ads for different
Itslive.com niches and add some animated advertising to your
websites.

Paying affiliates since 2001
Since 2001 we have paid millions of Dollars in payouts to our
affiliates, every time on time and we continue to build and grow
together with our affiliates on our long experience.

Free Hosted Blogs
Link to our free hosted blogs and get credits for all sales generated
through the blog advertising and posts.

Huge site portfolio
Choose from over 100 adult sites in over 50 categories to advertise,
whatever traffic niche you have we will have the right site for you to
monetize your traffic.

Real time statistics
Our in depth statistics let you analyze your traffic and sales in
various ways to let you optimize your sites and marketing efforts.

Embedded Flash Movie Players
Embedded flash movies let you add flash players to your website
that allow the surfer to watch the videos without leaving your site.

Bi-Weekly Payouts
Earned funds are sent every two weeks to our affiliates through the
chosen payout method.

Free Hosted FLV Files
We have prepared thousands of hosted flv files for most of our sites
with titles, descriptions and thumbnail. Use our export tool to get the
output you need.

High quality ads
For all our sites we have designed banners and ads in all possible
sizes and shapes to fit our affiliate’s needs. We feature all standard
and none standard banner sizes.

RSS Feeds
Frequently updated RSS feeds are ready for you to plug-in to your
sites and deliver fresh content to your websites. Available for most
Fetish Hits sites.

Peel Ads
Peel Ads are a great way of adding advertising to your sites. Ad an
animated “peel away“ advertising to the right corner of your
webistes.

Free hosted galleries
One of the biggest collections of free hosted galleries on the net
featuring tens of thousands of high quality free hosted photo and
video galleries.

Free hosted TGP’s
Daily updated TGP’s that list thousands of galleries and each comes
with your own affiliate ID in it, every sale generated will make you
money.

Mobile Redirect Codes
Use our mobile redirect scripts to redirect your mobile surfers from
your sites to our mobile optimized sites.

Sign Up & Make Money with FetishHits.com!
$25-$40 PER TRIAL SIGN UP · 60%-70% REVENUE SHARE ·
FREE HOSTING · BI-WEEKLY PAYOUTS · 70,000+ FHG’S
This is one of the best adult affiliate to join...

